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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Newport News has three public beaches within its limits:
Huntington Park beach, Anderson Park beach, and King-Lincoln Park beach. Each
beach and its associated park has undergone or is undergoing improvements. The
purpose of this report is to assess the rates and patterns of beach change at these
three public beaches. Field survey data, aerial photos, wave hindcasting data, and
computer modelling were utilized for this report. The computer model used was
RCPWAVE, a wave hydrodynamic model developed by the Corps of Engineers.
Huntington Park is located along the James River immediately to the
northwest of the James River Bridge. The beach enhancement and facilities upgrade,
which began in 1986, as completed included a riprap revetment along the northwest
section of the park in front of the eroding bluffs, a riprapped boat basin and ramp,
and the placement of approximately 13,000 cy (10,200 m3) of sand on the beach. In
March 1992, an additional 1,500 cy (1,150 m3) was placed on the beach.
Beach profiles, sediment data, and volume calcu.lations indicate that since the
fall of 1993, the beach at Huntington Park has been relatively stable. Shore
morphology and profile analysis suggest that this is a pocket beach which responds
to changes in the wave direction by altering its orientation and curvature. The wide,
shallow nearshore region as well as the sheltering by the James River Bridge
abutment tends to limit the wave energy along the shoreline. Volume calculations
show that sediment is not generally lost to the system but appears to move back and
forth along the beach with profile line 3 as a nodal point. Between October 1993 and
April 1995, only 830 cy (635 m3) of material was lost, but aerial photography indicates
that eolian transport most likely deposited this sand in the grassy area behind the
baseline and the parking lots behind the beach.
Anderson Park is located on the northwest shoreline of Hampton Roads. It is
bounded on the north by Salters Creek and extends approximately 3,000 ft (914 m) to
the southwest where Christopher Shores, a private subdivision begins. Between 1937
and 1953, the entrance to Salters Creek was stabilized with stone jetties, the channel
dredged, and the sand placed over the marsh headlands at Anderson Park. In the
early 1940's, a large steel groin was placed at the end of what is now the Christopher
Shores subdivision. By 1963, sand eroded from the Anderson Park beach and bank
was stacked up against the groin filling it to capacity. Due to the severe bank
erosion, a riprap revetment constructed in the 1970's along the first 1,500 ft (457 m)
from Salters Creek. In the early 1980's, erosion at Anderson Park along the non-
protected shoreline continued as the supply of sand was reduced by the Salters Creek
channel jetties and riprap revetment up drift. In 1985, Four 180 ft (55 m) long wood
groins were installed 300 (91 m) apart. In addition, 16,000 cy (12,200 m3) of sand was
placed on the beach. To reduce downdrift impacts, two spurs and about 400 cy (306
m3) of sand were installed in February 1988.
The strong net southwestward component of littoral transport can be well
documented along the Hampton Roads shoreline south of Salters Creek. The
- - - ---
direction of wave approach as well as tidal currents tend to move sediment to the
southwest. While local episodes of erosion and accretion have occurred at Anderson
Park, overall, only a small amount of net erosion has taken place. Erosion downdrift
of the project was initially severe as the Christopher Shores shoreline became
embayed and began to adjust to the wave climate. However, the rate of erosion in
this region appears to decreased with little net change taking place between 1992 and
1993.
King-Lincoln Park is located on Hampton Roads at the southern portion of the
Peninsula. Since 1937, a small sandy beach has existed in there. Erosion has been
minimal along this shoreline betv\'een 1937 and 1963 except for the western section of
the beach. In January 1995, approximately 50,000 cy (38,200 m3) of sand was placed
along the shoreline and plans have been made to construct vegetated dunes from the
replenishment sand along the backshore/upland interface.
Overall, little natural change has occurred at King-LIncoln since 1993. Prior to
the fill, what sand was lost during the winter was generally regained or nearly
regained over the summer. Profile 5 has been accreting since 1993 demonstrating the
southwestward component of littoral transport. No other trends describing the local
patterns and rates of change could be derived from the data due to the placement of
the fill.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Background and Purpose
The City of Newport News has three public beaches within its limits. Since
the early 1980's, interest in preserving and revitalizing these beaches has been
growing. These beaches are Huntington Park, Anderson Park, and King-Lincoln Park
(Figure 1).
1. HuntingtonPark
Huntington Park Beach is located along the James River immediately to the
northwest of the James River Bridge. Presently, the beach is bounded to the
southeast by the James River fishing pier and extends northwest approximately 750 ft
(230 m) to the boat ramp. In July 1986, the City of Newport News in cooperation
with the Public Beach Board undertook a comprehensive project to upgrade not only
the beach at Huntington but also the other facilities as well. The entire project
included an enhanced beach, a boat ramp facility, and protection of the large bluffs
overlooking the James River in the northwest section of the park. Hobbs etal.(1974)
found that these 25 ft (8 m) bluffs were eroding at about 2 ft/yr (0.6 m/yr).
By August 1989, the boat basin as well as the rip rap revetment along the
northwest section of the park in front of the bluffs were already installed. In 1990,
about 13,300 cubic yards (cy) (10,200 cubic meters(m3» of sand were placed at
Huntington to create a beach 100 to 125 feet (31 to 38 m) wide and 9.7 ft (3 m) above
mean sea level (MSL) high. In March 1992, an additional 1,500 cy (1,150 m3) was
placed on the beach.
2. AndersonPark
Anderson Park Beach is a city-owned recreational area located on the
northwest shoreline of Hampton Roads and is three-fourths of a mile southwest of
the Newport News/Hampton city line. The park consists of approximately 18 acres,
is bounded on the north by Salters Creek, and extends approximately 3,000 ft (914 m)
to the southwest where Christopher Shores, a private subdivision, begins. To the
west, the park is adjacent to and backed by Stuart Gardens Apartments. The
shoreline along the first 1,500ft (457m) from Salters Creek is a riprapped revetment.
Presently, the sandy beach and groinfield south of the riprap is approximately 1500
feet (457 m) long.
Since 1854, the unprotected shoreline along Anderson Park has been eroding at
rate of 2 ft/yr (0.6 m/yr)(Hobbs etai.,1974). In the early 1940's, a large steel groin
about 400 ft (122 m) long was constructed at what is now the present southwestward
boundary of Christopher Shores. Over the next twenty years, the fastland bank near
Salters Creek experienced significant erosion. Due to the bank erosion, the first 1000
ft (300 m) from Salters Creek was part of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Erosion
Control Project which installed riprap along the shore in the mid 1970's. Additional
1
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Figure 1. Study site locations and location of Thimble Shoals wave gage.
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riprap was added in 1978 to extend the revetment to 1,500 ft (457 m) long and 25 ft
(7.6 m) high (US Army CaE, 1994).
In the early 1980's, erosion at Anderson Park along the non-protected shore
continued as the supply of sand was reduced by the Salters Creek channel jetties and
riprap revetment updrift. The Anderson Park Erosion Control Project, partially
funded by the Public Beach Board, called for the installation of four 180 ft (55 m)
long groins about 300 ft (91m) apart. In addition, approximately 16,000cy (12,234
m3) of sand was placed on the beach, and the upland bank was graded. The system
of beach fill and groins was designed for shore protection as well as to provide a
recreational area. The project was completed in March 1985. To reduce downdrift
impacts to Christopher Shores, two spurs were installed in February 1988. One spur
was placed on the south side of the storm drainage pipe in the northern section of
the beach. The other spur was placed on the south side of the southernmost groin at
Anderson Park. In order to abate erosion in the scour area of the groin,
approximately 400 cy (306m3)of sand was placed on the beach.
3. King-LincolnPark
King-Lincoln Park is located on Hampton Roads at the southern portion of the
Peninsula. It is approximately 1000 feet in length and historically, has had a
moderate erosion rate of between 1 and 3 feet per year (Hobbs etal.,1974). Recently,
it has been the focus of a planned rehabilitation project which includes shoreline
restoration and facility upgrades. In January 1995, approximately 50,000 cy (38,200
m3) of sand was dredged from the boat basin and placed at King-Lincoln in order to
reduce the impacts of shoreline erosion. In addition, plans have been made to
construct vegetated dunes from the replenishment sand along the backshore/ upland
interface.
The purpose of this report is to assess the rates and patterns of beach change
at the three public beaches within the City of Newport News. In addition, those
changes will be related to the hydrodynamic forces and littoral processes operating in
the study areas. Recommendations for further actions in any of the shoreline reaches
will be provided based on the analyses contained in this report.
B. Limits of the Study Area
The analyses for this report have two distinct areas of study (Figure 1). For
Huntington Park, which is located on southern side of the Peninsula, a reach of
shoreline extending from the James River Bridge northwest for approximately 5000 ft
(1500m) was analyzed. In order to ascertain the littoral processes affecting Anderson
Park and King-Lincoln Park, the entire shoreline reach from the Small Boat Harbor to
Salters Creek adjacent to Hampton Roads was evaluated.
3
C. Approach and Methodology
Field survey data, aerial photos, and computer modelling were used to address
the aforementioned report objectives. Data analyzed for this report include beach
profiles surveyed by the Virginia Institute of Marine Science (VIMS)as well as by the
City of Newport News. The vertical and horizontal controls are based on site
benchmarks established by the City. The vertical datum is mean sea level (MSL) for
Anderson Park Beach and mean low water (MLW) for both Huntington and King-
Lincoln Park beaches. Historic and recent aerial images were evaluated to map
changes in shoreline position.
VIMS established a baseline for profiling Huntington Park beach in October
1993. Five profile lines were established between the fishing pier and the constructed
boat basin (Figure 2). The Anderson Park beach (Figure 3) has been profiled by the
City since 1983. In 1985,additional profile lines were surveyed along the Christopher
Shores beach to monitor shoreline changes next to the project. The King-Lincoln Park
beach baseline, with a total of five profiles between the Virginia Department of
Transportation building and the pier, was established in December 1993 (Figure 4).
Figure 5 gives a pictorial definition of the profile terminology used in this
report. The nearshore data were calculated by taking into account all the sand below
MLW to the end of each profile. The subaerial beach occurs above MLWand is
divided into beach face and backshore regions.
For this report, the hydrodynamic forces acting along the Newport News
beaches were evaluated using RCPWAVE, a computer model developed by the V.S
Army Corps of Engineers (Ebersole etal.,1986). RCPWAVE is a linear wave
propagation model designed for engineering applications. This model computes
changes in wave characteristics that result naturally from refraction, shoaling, and
diffraction over complex shoreface topography. To this fundamental linear theory
based model, VIMS has added routines which employ recently developed
understandings of wave bottom boundary layers to estimate wave energy dissipation
due to bottom friction (Wright etal.,1987).
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II. HUNTINGTON PARK
A. Coastal Setting
1. HydrodynamicProcesses
a. Wave Climate
The wave climate at Huntington Park beach is affected by local waves and
currents as well as nearshore bathymetry and tidal currents. The nearshore region at
Huntington is characterized by a gentle slope to the southeast for approximately
4,900 ft (1,500 m) where the bottom drops abruptly from 12 ft (4 m) to 35 ft (11 m).
Byrne etal. (1987) found that the average near-surface, non-tidal currents were
approximately 0.02 knots (1 cm/ sec) in the downstream direction. Wind-induced
waves from northwest, west and southwest impact Huntington Park the greatest.
However, the James River Bridge abutment shelters Huntington Park Beach from
waves traveling from the Bay up the James River. Wave induced erosion of the
bluffs occurs when high northwest or southwest winds pile up water on the Newport
News side of the river and attack the toe of the fastland (Hobbs etal.,1974).
b. Tides
The mean tidal range at Huntington Park Beach is 2.6 ft (79.2 cm) with a
spring range of 3.1 ft (94.5 cm).
c. Storm Surge
Boon etal.(1978)statistically determined storm surge frequency for both
extra tropical and tropical storm events. In the Hampton Roads area, the storm surge
levels for 10 year, 25 year, 50 year and 100 year events are 4.5 ft (1.4m), 4.8 ft (1.5
m), 5.5 ft (1.7 m), and 6.1 ft (1.9 m), respectively. These surge levels are heights
above MSL. There is little difference between the surge levels at Huntington Park
and Hampton Roads.
2. PhysicalSetting
a. Sediments
In general, the sediments at Huntington Park beach consist of sand and gravel
in varying proportions. The percent of silt and clay in the samples taken are less
than five percent and will be disregarded in this analysis. Additional sediment data
is available in Appendix III.
Samples were taken on three different dates along beach profile line 3 at
certain morphologic points. The backshore sample represents the area of the beach
that is influenced by eolian transport and run-up from occasional storm events.
Sediments were also taken at last high tide (LHT), midbeach, step, toe, and offshore.
9
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The step is an ephemeral morphologic feature that results from wave action on the
~ shoreline and shifts up and down the beach as the tide rises and falls. The toe of the
beach is located at the break in slope between the beach face and the nearshore
region. It is also evidenced by a distinct change in sediment type; at Huntington, the
sand becomes finer and the gravel is not in such a high proportion.
The grain size distribution of beach sand generally varies across shore and, to
a lesser degree, alongshore as a function of the mode of deposition. The coarsest
sand particles are usually found where the backwash meets the incoming swash in a
zone of maximum turbulence at the base of the subaerial beach; here the sand is
abruptly deposited creating a step or toe. Just offshore, the sand becomes somewhat
finer. Another area of coarse particle distribution is the berm crest where runup
deposits all grain sizes as the swash momentarily stops before the backwash starts.
The dune or backshore generally contains the finest particles because deposition here
is limited to the wind's ability to entrain and move sand (Bascom, 1959; Stauble eta1.,
1993).
Huntington Park beach does not follow this general grain size distribution
pattern (Table 1). The backshore region contains relatively coarse material which
probably is a lag deposit of the original fill material. However, since May 1994, the
backshore has been accumulating sand, thus reducing the proportion of gravel. The
edge of vegetation in the backshore area has been receding landward, probably due
to use, allowing more sand mobility. LHT is finer than midbeach, which has been
increasing in coarseness since May 1994. The step has also been increasing its
percent of gravel. Some pieces of gravel were retained on the -3 phi (8.0 mm) sieve.
Table 2 lists the percent of sand and gravel, in relation to the whole sediment
sample, at midbeach on all five profiles at Huntington. These samples were taken on
11 April 1995. Midbeach at profile 3 has by far the greatest amount of gravel in the
alongshore direction.
10
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Table 1. Percent sand and gravel, in relation to the whole sample, at selected
morphologic points along profile 3.
Table 2. Percent sand and gravel at midbeach
on 11 April 1995 for all five profile lines.
b. Shore Morphology
The shore morphology is determined by long-term impact of the impinging
wave climate after the waves have been altered by the nearshore bathymetry and
tidal currents. The overall shape of Huntington Park beach is that of a pocket beach
which is described as the embayment between two headlands. The planform of the
headland-bay beaches is dependant on the predominant direction of wave attack
(Yasso, 1965;Silvester 1974). Headland-bay beaches are often referred to as crenulate,
pocket, or log-spiral bay beaches. The "headlands" that mark the boundaries of the
11
BACK SHO LHT MID BCH
Date %Grv %Snd Dso %Grv %Snd Dso %Grv %Snd Dso
(mm) (mm) (mm)
May94 12.8 85.4 0.2909 0.0 99.4 0.3559 9.2 80.0 0.5147
Oct94 15.1 82.1 0.2616 0.6 98.8 0.4031 23.3 76.4 0.7143
Apr95 9.4 87.0 0.3096 3.6 95.5 0.4667 36.9 62.4 0.9370
STEP TOE OFF SHO
Date %Grv %Snd Dso %Grv %Snd Dso %Grv %Snd Dso
(mm) (mm) (mm)
May94 6.4 92.9 0.4638 41.2 58.0 0.6183 35.4 63.2 0.3066
Oct94 17.1 82.1 0.8048 26.1 72.9 0.4654 3.3 95.0 0.3622
Apr95 30.0 68.9 0.9696 42.0 56.7 0.4179 26.1 71.2 0.3683
Profile % Gravel % Sand
Number
1 19.5 76.8
2 16.0 83.9
3 36.9 62.4
4 18.8 80.4
5 11.1 88.2
embayment at Huntington are the riprapped boat basin and the James River Bridge
abutment. The fairly straight shoreline between these two headlands indicates a
wave climate that is affected by the shallow nearshore region which tends to refract
the waves to a direct onshore approach.
The tangential section of the shoreline in a pocket beach can be measured to
determine the long-term wave climate (Figure 6) since the tangential beach aligns
itself parallel to the direction of approach of wave crests. Measurements of the
orientation of the tangential section of shoreline on the eastern side of the beach near
the Bridge indicates a long-term wave impact from the west. Approaching waves are
refracted around the boat basin to a nearly onshore approach but travel unrefracted
to the abutment shoreline in a direct onshore approach.
c. Sediment Transport
When a pocket beach is in static equilibrium, the wave crests approach the
tangential section of the beach in a direct onshore approach. The incoming wave
crests will refract and diffract in the bay such that their approach is also parallel to
the shoreline. A stable beach planform is achieved when either the sediment supply
is depleted or the shoreline has eroded to a condition where littoral drift is reduced
to zero (Silvester and Hsu, 1993). This lack of littoral drift implies that the waves
are approaching normal to the shoreline and that there is no longshore gradient in
breaking wave energy for sediment transport. However, small changes can occur in
the beach planform on a seasonal basis as the wave climate varies.
Huntington Park beach has a stable beach planform and is in static
equilibrium. Some seasonal changes have occurred along the shoreline, but these
indicate that the sediment is not being lost to the system, but probably is being
transported back and forth along the beach between the "headlands" depending on
the direction of wave approach. Eolian transport also is responsible for some loss of
sand from the backshore region. High winds blow sediment into the grassy area and
parking lots behind the beach.
B. RCPWAVE
A detailed discussion of wave processes, sediment transport, and numerical
modelling is beyond the scope of this report; the interested reader can refer to
Appendix II for a listing of pertinent references. In order to determine the wave
climate at Huntington Park beach, RCPWAVE was employed. The use of RCPWAVE
to model the hydrodynamics at Huntington Park assumes that only the offshore
bathymetry affects wave transformation; the application does not include the effects
of tidal currents. A grid (Figure 7) of the study region was digitized from a
bathymetric map. The waves impinging the shoreline were predicted by the
following process, developed and used during a previous projects (Hardaway etal.,
1991;Hardaway etal.,1993):
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1972).
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1. Determine effective fetch for three directions. This was accomplished
using procedures outlined in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Shore Protection
Manual (1977)for northwest and south directions from the midpoint of the riverward
extent of the grid. This also involves measuring a bathymetric transect across the
river in both the directions.
2. Use the above data as input into 5MB program which provides wave
height, period and length for a suite of wind speeds. In this case, wind speeds of 5
to 19 m/sec (11 to 43 mph) were used at 2 m/sec increments. The results of this step
are used to create a data file of wind speeds with associated wave heights and
periods for both subject directions.
3. Wind data for 10 years, 1980-1990,along with the data file from step 2,
are the input requirements for running the program WINDOW (Suh, 1990).
WINDOW takes the data file as input parameters from step 2 and matches them with
wind speed and direction from each of the subject directions for each year to produce
another data file of wave heights, periods and directions through a series of vector-
averaging steps. The limiting criterion is that the wind must be blowing from within
the assigned directional window for at least nine hours. In other words, winds
recorded at the Norfolk Airport must be blowing from, for example, 1810and 3010
true for nine or more hours to qualify for this analysis.
4. The result of step 3 is a file for each year giving date, hour beginning,
wave height, wave period, local wave direction, and duration of each qualifying
event. These data then are mean weighted to provide a weighted mean for wave
height, period and direction with duration as the independent variable for each year.
5. The results of step 4 were mean-averaged for each year to produce
average wave parameters for the directional window. These results were used as
input into RCPWAVE for annual modal conditions.
6. Four significant events were identified during the extent of the wind
analysis: 26 October 1982, 4 November 1985, 13 April 1988, and 8-9 March 1989. On
and around these dates, an event was recorded in the wind data. The wind speeds
and directions for each event were pulled from the data and averaged. The averages
were compared manually to the data file created in step 2 rather than using the
WINDOW program described in step 3. The wave parameters obtained for each
event were used as storm input to RCPWAVE.
RCPWAVE takes an incident wave condition at the seaward boundary of the
grid and allows it to propagate shoreward across the nearshore bathymetry.
Frictional dissipation due to bottom roughness is accounted for in this analysis and is
relative in part to the mean sand size. Waves also tend to become smaller over
shallower bathymetry and remain larger over deeper bathymetry. In general, waves
break when the ratio of wave height to water depth equals 0.78 (Komar, 1976).
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Upon entering shallow water, waves are subject to refraction, in which the
,,-- direction of wave travel changes with decreasing depth of water in such a way that
wave crests tend to parallel the depth contours. Irregular bottom topography can
cause waves to be refracted in a complex way and produce variations in the wave
height and energy along the coast (Komar, 1976).
Figure 8A and B are plots of wave vectors across the Huntington Park grid for
the modal (decadal average) wave conditions at MLW and approximately Spring
High Water (SHW):
Wave Height (H) =0.33m
Wave Period (T) =2.2sec
Wave Bearing(A) = 90°True North (TN)
The average wave condition within the Huntington Park grid was a wave traveling
from west to east or approximately downriver. At MLW the waves do not break, but
rather diminish in height until they reach the shoreline. At MLW and modal
conditions, the waves are refracted as they cross the shallow nearshore such that they
impact the beach shore normal. However, at higher water, the waves are reduced in
height but only refracted slightly as they travel across the nearshore zone.
Figure 9 shows wave vectors under conditions experienced during the
November 1985 storm (H=1.46 m, T=2.5 sec, A=45°) assuming a water level at
approximately SHW. The storm average of wave conditions within the Huntington
grid was a wave generated by southwest winds traveling towards the northeast.
Waves can be reduced by up to 85% in height across the shallow nearshore and are
refracted to a nearly shore normal approach. Because of this, storms do not seem to
affect the general stability of the beach planform at Huntington Park beach.
C. Beach Characteristics
1. BeachProfilesandtheirVariability
Five profile lines were established in October 1993 to document changes at
Huntington Park beach. Distances between profile lines vary along the shoreline.
Profile lines 1 through 4 begin in the backshore area of the beach and extend some
distance out into the James River onto the gently sloping nearshore area. However,
in order to keep a straight baseline, profile 5 begins in the parking lot approximately
102 ft (31 m) from the sand level on the beach and ends abruptly offshore where it
crosses the dredged boat channel.
Figures 10, 11 and 12 are plots of the profiles at Huntington. Profile numbers,
survey numbers and dates are found in the figure legends. Little change has
occurred at Huntington beach since 1993. Profile line 2 indicates slight erosion.
Profile line 3 showed no change at all while profiles I, 4, and 5 had varying episodes
of erosion and accretion. In the fall months when the beach was surveyed (survey
numbers 100 and 102), a small storm berm had developed at profile 5.
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2. Variabilityin shorelineposition
The position of MHW can be used to demonstrate changes in the beach shape
over time. Since Huntington Park beach began being surveyed in 1993, little change
has occurred along the embayed shoreline (Figure 13). The beach appears stable with
only slight episodes of erosion or deposition. In addition, profile line 3 has not
changed at all in the past two years indicating that it may be a nodal point for the
beach with sediment shifting up and down the shore between the James River
Fishing Pier and the riprap enclosed boat launch area at Huntington Park. Komar
(1976) found that a pocket beach responds to changes in the wave direction by
altering its curvature and orientation. The shoreline then "wobbles" between the two
headlands because of changes in the wave direction. Typically, our data show that
while profiles 1 and 2 eroded, profiles 4 and 5 accreted and vice versa. However, the
amount of change at the beach is small, and the patterns may be insignificant.
3. BeachandNearshoreVolumeCIumges
The amount of material either lost or gained along the shore zone can be
measured by changes in area and converted to volumes along a profile line or in a
shore cell. Subaerial beach volume calculations extend from the baseline to MLW
whereas nearshore calculations extend riverward from MLW. Shore cells are defined
by profile lines. Cell 1 is between profiles 1 and 2, cell 2 occurs between profiles 2
and 3, and so on.
Volume calculations at Huntington show a continuation of the trend of little
change. A combined total of 14,800 cy (11,300 m3) of sand from the two nourishment
projects in 1990 and 1992 was placed on the beach. Between October 1993 and April
1995, the entire subaerial beach (Figure 14A) lost only 830 cy (635 m3) of material
most of which was probably deposited in the parking lot by eolian transport. Over
that same time period, the nearshore region (Figure 14B)gained about 77 cy (59 m3).
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III. HAMPTON ROADS REACH
ANDERSON PARK AND KING-LINCOLN PARK
A. Coastal Setting
1. HydrodynamicProcesses
a. Wave Climate
The wave climate within the lower Chesapeake Bay has been the focus of
recent study (Boon etal.,1990;Boon etal.,1993). VIMS has deployed a bottom-
mounted wave gage in the Thimble Shoals area of the lower Chesapeake Bay since
1988 (Figure 1). While the wave and current data sensed at the gage cannot be
directly translated to conditions experienced at Anderson and King-Lincoln, the
general types of conditions are relevant.
One of the features. reported in the Thimble Shoals wave data set is the
bimodal distribution of wave directions reflecting dual energy sources which impact
the area. Boon etal.(1990)found that 40 to 60% of all waves measured each month
were between 0.67 feet (0.20m) and 1.97 feet (0.60m) in height. During late spring
and summer months, about 80% of the measured waves were traveling towards the
west-northwest, thus generated outside the Bay. During fall and winter months, only
--- slightly more than half of the 0.67 (0.20 m) to 1.97 feet (0.60 m) waves were generated
outside the Bay. Bay-external waves result from swell and ocean shelf-originated
wind waves.
Of the fall and winter waves with heights greater than 1.97 it (0.60 m), almost
all were directed south, thus generated within the Bay. These fall and winter waves
result from northeasters (extratropical storms) and northwesters, which produce
strong north winds along the maximum fetch of the Bay. As the James River is
located at the southernmost end of the Chesapeake Bay, it is
effected by waves generated over the whole north-to-south fetch of the Bay (over 100
miles, 160 km). The passage of extra tropical, low pressure storms also produces
elevated water levels which further increases the reach of wave energy. Thus, the
higher wave energy in winter generally causes beach erosion while calmer conditions
in summer tend to cause beach accretion.
Hampton Roads is exposed to waves from the lower Bay, which includes those
generated both inside and outside the Bay, through the mouth of the James River.
Hobbs etal.(1974) describe maximum fetch in Hampton Roads to the south and east
of 3 to 4 nautical miles (nm) whereas the effective fetch to the northeast was
calculated at approximately 7 nm. The US Army COE (1994)found that the
prevailing winds in Hampton Roads were from the northeast and north during Feb.,
Mar., Aug., Sep., and Oct. while the rest of the year, the prevailing winds were from
the southwest or south. The annual average wind speed was 11 mph (5 m/ s) at
Norfolk International Airport.
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The wave climate at Anderson and King-Lincoln is greatly influenced by
several nearshore features. Hampton Flats, located on the western side of Hampton
Roads, is a relatively shallow shoal of approximately 4,500 acres with depths
generally less than 12 ft (3.7 m) (Byrne etal.,1987). Newport News Bar is an
elongate shoal on the southwestern end of Hampton Flats. It parallels the lower end
of the Newport News Peninsula near King-Lincoln Park and ranges between 6 to 12
ft (2 to 4 m) in depth. Landward of Newport News Bar, accelerated flood currents
have scoured and maintained a subsidiary channel, which has maximum depths of 19
ft (6 m), parallel to the shoreline (Byrne etal.,1979).
b. Tides
The mean tide range at Anderson Park and King-Lincoln Park is 2.5 feet (76.2
cm) with a spring range of 2.9 feet (88.4 cm). Tidal currents near Newport News
Creek are approximately 46 cm/ s during flood and 67 cm/ s during ebb (US Army
CaE, 1994). However, tidal speeds along the Hampton Roads reach can vary due to
the position of Newport News Bar and Hampton Flats. During flood stage, water
moving across Hampton Flats is diverted around both sides of the shoal creating two
distinct flows, one inshore and one offshore. The inshore flow forms first and can
reach speeds greater than 50 cm/ s at the surface (Byrne etal.,1987). Byrne etal.
(1987) found that the flood transport around Newport News Bar is greater inshore
than offshore with a net flooding of water over the tidal cycle inshore and a net
ebbing offshore. During ebb, the flow of water coming down the James River has to
make a 90° turn around Newport News Point. As it does, an eddy begins to develop
on Hampton Flats. As ebb stage is ending, the eddy has fully developed into a
counterclockwise circulation pattern. This circulation not only advances the flood
stage of the tide but also enhances the strength of the flood current in the early stage
of flood (Byrne etal.,1987).
c. Storm Surge
Boon etal.(1978)determined statistically storm surge frequency for both
extratropical and tropical storm events. In the Hampton Roads area, the storm surge
levels for 10 year, 25 year, 50 year and 100 year events are 4.5 ft (1.4m), 4.8 ft (1.5
m), 5.5 ft (1.7 m), and 6.1 ft (1.9m), respectively. These surge levels are heights
above MSL.
2. PhysicalSetting
a. Sediments
Beach and nearshore sediment samples were not taken at Anderson Park
beach, but analyses were performed on samples taken at King-Lincoln. See Appendix
III for more sediment data.
Samples were taken at the base of dune (BOD), storm berm or backshore
region, midbeach, toe, and offshore. Prior to the beach fill project, the sediments
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sampled at King-Lincoln Park generally followed the cross-shore pattern established
by Bascom (1959)and Stauble etal.(1993)(See section II,A,2,a of this report). With
midbeach as the reference sample (Table 3), LHT would be slightly coarser but was
not sampled. The storm berm and BOD do become finer as they are generally
influenced only by eolian transport. In the offshore direction of midbeach, samples at
the toe are the coarsest, with the offshore samples becoming much finer. The sand
that was placed during the fill project was relatively uniform across and along the
beach (Table 4).
The nearshore samples taken at King-Lincoln contained more than 5 percent
silt and clay (mud). In June 1994, 6.3% of the whole sample was mud. Although no
sample was taken, December 1994 probably would have shown a similar percentage.
In April 1995, the nearshore region had two distinct layers. The mud content of the
original bottom was significantly increased and overlain by a blanket of the fill
material. In order to determine the characteristics of each individual layer, two
separate samples were taken at the same location. The top sandy layer is listed in
Table 3 and contained only 3.5% mud. The muddy layer underneath was 0% gravel,
30.8% sand, 37.7% silt, and 31.5% clay. As the sand was placed on the beach, the
finer sediments were winnowed out of the subaerial beach and deposited in the
nearshore region. This was covered by a thin layer of sand either placed in the
nearshore or washed out from the subaerial beach.
Byrne etal. (1987) found that the sources for sediment to Hampton Flats are
shore erosion and suspended solids advected over the Flats by tidal currents. The
surface sediments of the Flats are fine to medium sand with the mud fraction varying
between 3 and 25 percent. The innermost and northeastern sections of Hampton
Flats tend to have a higher mud content whereas the western end tends to be coarser
(Byrne etal.,1987). The 60 ft (18 m) contour appears to be the limiting depth for
sediment samples to contain at least 75 percent sand (Boon and Thomas, 1975).
Deeper than this, mud are larger portions of the bottom sample. Byrne (1972) found
that sediment in the Salters Creek entrance was silt and clay with a large organic
content.
b. Shore Morphology
The morphology of a shoreline represents the long-term impact of the
impinging wave climate after the waves have been altered by the nearshore
bathymetry, tidal currents, and coastal structures. The overall shape of the shoreline
fronting Hampton Roads is evidence of a strong northeast to southwest movement of
littoral material.
Figure 15 shows the shoreline morphology in 1937, 1953, 1963, and 1985 of the
Anderson Park shoreline. In 1937, what is now Anderson Park Beach was marsh.
Sometime between 1937 and 1953, the entrance to Salters Creek was stabilized with
stone jetties, the channel was dredged, and the sand placed on Anderson Park beach.
After the installation of the large steel groin at Christopher Shores in the 1940's, sand
eroded from Anderson Park began stacking up against it. The area just south of the
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Figure 15. Aerial photos showing Anderson Park and Christopher Shores
morphology in 1937, 1953, 1963, and 1985.
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steel groin was bulkheaded before 1937 and dredged immediately following the groin
installation. However, between 1953 and 1963,sand eroded from Anderson Park
beach and bank and stacked up against the groin at what is now the Christopher
Shores boundary filling it to capacity. The 1985photo shows the characteristic "saw
tooth" appearance of the groins installed at Anderson during the 1980's as sand fillets
stack on the southern side of the groin compartments.
Between 1854 and 1918,the shoreline at King-Lincoln Park underwent
dramatic erosion which locally averaged 6 ft/yr (1.8m/yr) (Byrne, 1972). However,
Byrne (1972)found that little change has occurred between 1918 and 1966with only
the western section of the King-Lincoln shoreline eroding at 2 ft/yr (0.6 m/yr).
Figure 16, showing the King-Lincoln shoreline in 1937, 1953 and 1963, demonstrates
that little change has occurred there over time. Since 1937 at least, a small sandy
beach has existed there. Byrne (1972)found that the beach was 30 ft (9.1m) wide
with a backshore bank increasing in height to about 6 ft (1.8 m) and had been about
the same width since 1937. Presently (Figure 17), the beach is greatly expanded due
to the latest beach nourishment project.
Figure 17 shows the Hampton Roads shoreline on 21 June 1995. Most notable
is the fill at King-Lincoln. The sand in the four groin compartments at Anderson has
stacked up along the southern side of each compartment indicating that they are
aligned with an impinging wave climate from the northeast with a net alongshore
component of littoral transport to the southwest. Between the last groin and spur of
the Anderson Park project and the large steel groin that marks the end of Christopher
Shores, an spiral embayment has formed. These groins are the "headlands" that
denote the boundaries of the embayment. In addition, Figure 17 also shows that
sand is being transported along the shoreline since the sections of shoreline facing the
northeast are filled with sand.
According to Byrne (1972),in 1918, the entrance of Salters Creek was about
1,000 ft (305m) to the southwest of its present position exiting to Hampton Roads
where today, the riprap revetment is at Anderson Park. Figure 18 is a summary of
the shoreline change between 1937and 1963. The extent of the Salters Creek marsh is
evidenced by the numerous marsh headlands along the shore. By 1953, Salters Creek
was stabilized, the dredged sand used as fill over the marsh along Anderson Park,
and the steel groin installed at the southwest boundary of Christopher Shores.
However, very little changed along the rest of the shoreline reach. By 1963, the
shoreline at Anderson Park was receding. Sand had stacked up against the steel
groin and filled it to capacity. Other areas of the Hampton Roads shoreline reach,
including King-Lincoln, varied between erosion and accretion between 1953 and 1963.
Measurements of the orientation of the sand fillets were performed on the
aerial imagery available for t~e four groin compartments created with the 1980's
installation (Table 5). The orientation of the tangential section of each groin was
measured. Net-sand-fillet orientations for the tangential sections are east southeast.
The groin compartments are actually shoreline embayments and the tangential
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Figure 18. Historical shoreline positions indicating change.
sections tend to orient themselves into the direction of wave approach. Compartment
1 is not a true groin compartment since its northernmost side is anchored by the
riprapped section of the beach. Therefore it was not used in the calculation of the
average long-term wave approach at Anderson Park. The average orientation for
1985, 1990, 1994,and 1995in compartments 2, 3, and 4 was 1100representing a wave
heading to 2900or about west northwest.
Table 5. Anderson Park Sand Fillet Orientations by Compartment number in degrees
True North.
c. Sediment Transport
The strong net southwestward component of littoral transport can be well
documented along the Hampton Roads shoreline. The development of sand fillets
along the southern side of the groin compartments demonstrates sand movement. A
component also probably goes offshore. Also noticeable in Figure 15 are the
nearshore sand waves nearly perpendicular to the shoreline that are indicative of an
active littoral system and possibly transport to the southwest. Byrne (1972)found
that the eastern jetty of Salters Creek was trapping some sand but was not full so
little sand was by-passing the Creek entrance. However, between 1953 and 1963, the
steel groin at the end of Christopher Shores filled to capacity (Figure 15). The
dredged area just south of the steel groin is obvious in the 1963photo, but by 1985,
sand had by-passed the groin and begun to fill in the dredged shore.
The mechanisms for sediment transport is related to both wave and tidal
energy. Waves from the Chesapeake Bay enter Hampton Roads through the
northeast facing mouth of the James River. During both flood and ebb tide stages,
tidal mechanisms tend to move water and energy southwestward along the shoreline.
The counterclockwise circulation of the ebb eddy also probably moves sediment
offshore to Hampton Flats.
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Date Com 1 Com 2 Com 3 Com 4 Avg of Com
2,3,4
22 August 1985 101 108 110 109 109
25 May 1990 94 100 103 110 104
29 October 1990 100 119 111 111 114
20 July 1994 105 115 115 115 115
27 February 1995 100 105 109 111 108
21 June 1995 94 107 106 110 108
Average 99 109 109 111 110
B. RCPWAVE
Using wind speeds and directions, wive hindcasting was performed by the
process described in section lIB of this report to produce a significant wave height
and period for three fetch exposures northeast, southeast and south of the Anderson
and King-Lincoln RCPWAVE grid (Figure 19). Evident on the grid is Hampton Flats,
Newport News Bar, the subsidiary channel scoured by tidal currents just offshore
and parallel to King-Lincoln Park, and the dredged Newport News shipping channel.
The modal conditions (Table 6) were run at about MLWwhile the storm conditions
assumed a 5.2 ft MLW (1.6 m) storm surge which is approximately the 5 year storm
surge level (Boon etal.,1978). The storm situations that were run were 1988 and
1989 northeasters as well as a 1985storm whose winds generally blew from the east
and generated waves traveling approximately west.
Table 6. KLA grid summary input wave conditions.
Only waves from the southeast, traveling approximately northwest, approach
normal to the shoreline (Figure 20A) and show little refraction or alteration in the
wave patterns due to Hampton Flats. In the south and northeast average conditions
(Figure 20B&C), the waves begin to be refracted and diminished in height when they
reach the 6 ft (1.8 m) contour just offshore. Their approach to the shoreline is
somewhat more shore normal, but they still are at a slight angle when they break.
Figures 21A, B, and C are wave vector plots for the 1988northeast storm, 1989
northeast storm, and 1985 east storm, respectively. During northeast storm
conditions, the waves reduce in height over Hampton Flats, but are not refracted so
that the wave crests are parallel to the shore. The waves that diminish over Newport
News bar offshore from King-Lincoln Park can reform over the subsidiary channel.
Waves traveling the eastern edge of Hampton Flats are reduced by about one-third as
they travel over the shallowest portion of Newport News bar. As this same wave
moves from Newport News bar over the subsidiary channel it can increase in size up
to 43% greater than it was over the bar. The approach of waves from the east during
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General Fetch Height. Period Wave Average
Exposure or Bearing Duration
Storm
(m) (see) eTN) (hours)
South 0.31 2.12 008 14.9
Northeast 0.36 2.27 250 16.7
Southeast 0.27 1.96 311 12.3
1988 Storm 1.25 4.2 252
1989 Storm 1.04 3.8 252
1985 Storm 1.33 4.4 280
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Figure 19. Hampton Roads bathymetric grid (KLAgrid), including Anderson Park
and King-Lincoln Park, for running the RCPWAVEmodel
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a storm (Figure 20C) are reduced in wave height by Hampton flats, but the waves are
refracted only slightly and still approach the shoreline at an angle. However, at the
southwestern portion of the grid near King-Lincoln Park the waves are nearly shore
normal. The angle of wave vector approach to the Hampton Roads shoreline for the
modelled storm conditions indicate that net alongshore component of littoral drift
will drive sediment towards the southwest down to Newport News Point.
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C. Anderson Park Beach Characteristics
1. BeachProfilesandtheirVariability
Presently, 29 profiles lines have been set up along the shoreline at Anderson
Park beach and Christopher Shores. Profile number 16 is the southern limit of the
public beach area, and numbers 17-29extend through Christopher Shores. While not
all the profiles are surveyed regularly, some portion of the beach was surveyed
annually.
Figures 22 and 23 are plots of five significant survey dates (pre-project=1983;
post-project=1985; intermediate dates=1987 and 1989; present shoreline=1992 or 1993)
taken along profiles 13, 14, 15 and 16 at Anderson Park beach. Profiles 13, 14, and 15
are located in groin compartment 4, and profile 16 is at the end of Anderson Park
beach where the spur was placed in 1988. Additional profile lines and survey dates
are located in Appendix II.
Profiles 6, 9, 12, and 15 are located on the right side (looking riverward) of the
groin compartments. These profiles have undergone some episodes of erosion and
accretion but presently their shoreline is in approximately the same position as the
post-fill survey (April 1985)or has accreted slightly riverward. Profiles 8, 11, and 14
are located in the center of their groin compartments. Overall, these profiles have
changed very little since the groin installation and fill project. Profiles 7, 10, 13, and
16 are located on the left side of the groin compartment (looking riverward). In 1987,
these profiles showed severe erosion of the shoreline probably due in part to the
passage of Hurricane Gloria in fall of 1985,but in Feb 1988, the spur was added at
profile 16 and approximately 400 cy (306m3)of sand was placed on that profile.
Between 1988 and 1989,profiles 7, 10, and 13 accreted. This probably was due to
transport over the groin in the backshore and on the beach face. Presently, these
three profiles are eroding, but due to the sand transported across the groins, these
profiles have not eroded back to their pre-project shoreline.
This pattern of groin compartment development tends to develop where the
net alongshore component of littoral transport is to the southwest or from left to right
of the groin compartment. In addition, the groin compartments adjust their shape to
the wave field.
Profiles 17 through 29 are located along Christopher Shores. As a result of the
project at Anderson Park and the passage of Hurricane Gloria, profile 17 initially lost
approximately 45 ft (14m) MSL of shoreline, but since 1987,it has had only slight
episodes of erosion and accretion. Profiles 18 and 19 show the same general trend --
between 1985 and 1987,a significant amount of sand was lost from the backshore and
on the beach face such that the shoreline receded about 57 ft (17 m) or at an average
rate of 27 ft/yr (8 m/yr). From 1987to 1989, there was not much change in shoreline
position at profiles 18 and 19, but between 1989 and 1992approximately 22.9 ft (7 m)
was lost at an average rate of 6.7 ft/yr (2.0 m/yr). Between 1992 and 1993, there was
little change on these profile lines.
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Profiles 20 to 22 show the same trend but the amount of erosion changes down
the shoreline to the southwest. Progressively alongshore, less erosion took place
between 1985 and 1987at profile 22 than at profile 18. Between 1989 and 1992,
progressively more erosion took place at profile 22 than at profile 18. This could be
due to the development of a spiral bay feature (Figure 6) in the scour area of the last
groin at Anderson Park as the last groin and spur act as a natural headland. As the
more northern portion of the shoreline obtains a dynamic equilibrium, erosion is
shifted down the shore. In dynamic equilibrium, there is a continual supply of
sediment from upcoast or within the embayment passing through the bay (Silvester
and Hsu, 1993). The tangential portion of the Christopher Shores beach will
eventually align with the impinging wave climate. However, since profiles 23
through 28 were only established in 1992, long-term trends could not be discerned
along what is probably the tangential section of shoreline; little change has occurred
between 1992 and 1993along this shoreline.
2. Variability.in shorelineposition
The change of lateral position of MHW depicts movement of the shoreline.
Figure 24 shows the changes of Anderson Park and Christopher Shores over time
from 1983 to 1993. July 1983is the pre-project shoreline; April 1985 is the post-
project shoreline. The jagged shape of the shoreline after 1985 is the result of the
groin installation.
In 1983, the average distance to MHW from the baseline was 76 ft (23 m).
After the groin installation and sand placement, the average distance to MHW
increased approximately 40 ft (12m). Also evident in the 1985 survey was the wide
beach at Christopher Shores that developed after the 1940's installation of the groin at
profile number 29. During the next two years, the shoreline eroded somewhat across
the entire Anderson Park shore, but severe erosion occurred at profiles 7, 10, 13, and
16 prompted the placement of spur and fill material obvious on the 1989 shoreline at
profile 16. The erosion just south of the last groin at Anderson Park created an
embayed shoreline between two "headlands" along the Christopher Shores shoreline.
Profiles 16, 17, and 18 lost an average of 54 ft (17 m) MHW.
Profile 16 increased about 53 ft (16m) from the spur and fill project completed
in Feb 1988 and shown in the July 1989 survey. Profiles 7, 10, and 13,which are
immediately down drift of the groins, accreted an average of 31 ft (9 m). 1992 and
1993 show the present state of the beach. Erosion rates have decreased such that
little change has occurred at MHW between those two surveys.
3. BeachandNearshoreVolumeChanges
Since survey data along the profile lines is sporadic, total volume calculations
along the Anderson Park shoreline could not be computed. However, shoreline
trends and events are shown in the volume calculations based on available data
(Figures 25 to 29). Subaerial beach calculations extend from the baseline to MLW,
but nearshore calculations extend from MLW to varying distances into the nearshore.
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The distance used in the calculations is determined by the length of the shortest
profile being compared. Approximately yearly net volume change was calculated for
both the subaerial and nearshore portions of the beach. Net volume change is the
total amount lost and/ or gained by the beach over a given period of time. Since the
figures are based on available data, the numbers can only be used to indicate trends
along the beach rather than actual changes.
The subaerial and nearshore regions were synchronized in episodes of net
erosion and accretion. When one eroded, so did the other and vice versa. Figure
25A is the volume change between pre- and post-fill. Not all the fill material appears
in the available data, but approximately 16,000 cy (12,234 m3) was placed on the
beach. Following the 1985 project (Figure 25B), shoreline adjustment was erratic
along the Anderson Park shoreline, but a scour area had developed down drift of the
last Anderson Park groin. Cell 16, itself, lost approximately 700 cy (535 m3) of sand
in the year following the project installation. Between 1986 and 1987 (Figure 26A),
the erosion was shifting along the shoreline such that cell 19 showed the greatest loss
of volume, almost 600 cy (460 m3). Also during this time, cells 7, 10 and 13 each lost
an average of 220 cy (170 m3). Figure 26B shows the volume change between 1987
and 1988. It includes the second project at Anderson Park which included the
installation of spurs and the placement of about 400 cy (306 m3) of sand at profile 16.
However, cells 15 and 16 showed a combined accretion of approximately 860 cy (660
m3).
Figure 27A shows accretion at cells 7, 10, and 13 of 584 cy (447 m3). However,
these same cells lost about 630 cy (480 m3) the following year (Figure 27B). Since
1990 (Figures 28A&B), the net change between the subaerial and nearshore portions
of the beach are approximately the same in volume, and the total amount of net
change is decreasing. Also, some nearshore data could not be calculated for figure
28B. Figure 29 is the net subaerial beach change that has occurred between post-fill
(Apr 1985) and Nov 1992. Erosion and deposition both occurred along the Anderson
Park shoreline; however, Christopher Shores only eroded, particularly the scour area
downdrlft of the last groin. Again, this graph is based on available data and does
not accurately represent the true amount of volume change at Anderson and
Christopher Shores, only trends. In addition, an additional fill of 400 cy (m3) was
added in 1988.
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D. King-Lincoln Park Beach Characteristics
1. BeachProfilesand theirVQ1'iability
Five profile lines were established perpendicular to the shoreline in December
1993. The distance between successive profile lines varies between 207 and 217 feet.
Figures 30, 31 and 32 are the plots of each profile for the four survey dates
available. Profile numbers, survey numbers, and dates are found in the figure
legends. Small episodes of accretion and erosion are seen in the 1993 and 1994
surveys of the beach, but overall, there was little change along the profile lines.
However, Survey 103,which was made in April 1995, indicates the placement of the
beach fill. Little fill was placed along the northernmost portion of the beach near the
pier on profile 1 while profiles 2 and 3 received a significant amount of sand on the
beach. Placement along profiles 4 and 5 was both on the beach and in the nearshore
region.
The current shape of the beach varies significantly from previous surveys since
beach fill was placed along the southern portion of King-Lincoln Beach. However,
plans are underway to redistribute the sand across the beach and into dunes.
2. Variabilityin ShorelinePosition
The lateral movement of the active beach through time can be depicted by
plotting the position of MHW. Figure 33 shows the distance of MHW from the
baseline for each profile date.
Over the winter of 1993and the spring of 1994, the beach at King-Lincoln
accreted an average of 8 ft (2.5 m) along the beach. From June 1994to December
1994, profiles 1 through 4 lost an average of 2.4 ft (0.7m); however, during that same
period, the southernmost profile (5) gained approximately 19 ft (5.8 m). In April
1995, the position of MHW increased greatly from north to south along the beach
reflecting the placement of the fill material. To show the difference in distribution of
sand along the beach, profile 1 gained 2.8 ft (0.9 m) while profile 5 gained 192 ft (58.5
m) in the distance to MHW.
3. BeachandNearshoreVolumeChanges
Overall, little natural change has occurred at King-Lincoln Park beach since the
inception of VIMS's surveying. The subaerial portion of the beach between
December 1993 and December 1994had a net accretion of 12 cy (Figure 34A) while
the nearshore region had a net erosion of 290 cy (Figure 34B). In general, what was
lost over the winter and spring was regained or nearly regained over the summer
and fall. The large volume of sand on the beach in April 1995was the result of the
beach fill project. Of the total amount of sand within our survey area approximately
62%was placed on the"subaerial beach, the rest in the nearshore region.
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Figure 30. King-Lincoln Park plots depicting change at profiles 1 and 2.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
With the upgrades to the public beaches and associated recreation areas, the
City of Newport News has created usable parks and stable beaches. Huntington
Park beach has changed very little during the time period of this analysis and is
judged to be a stable beach. It's limited fetch exposure and the shelter provided by
the bridge abutment in conjunction with the wide shallow nearshore region reduces
the wave energy impact. Since it is an embayed shoreline, sediment is not generally
lost to the system, but rather the shoreline "wobbles" back and forth between the
"headlands" in response to differing wave conditions. Some sand is lost through
eolian transport into the area behind the beach.
The Hampton Roads shoreline reach has a net alongshore component of littoral
drift to the southwest towards Newport News Point. Historical and present day
aerial photos show the effect of projects on the shoreline. The Anderson Park
shoreline was originally amarsh area, but the stabilization of Salters Creek entrance
and the dumping of sandy dredge spoil along the shoreline created a sandy beach.
Since then, sand has been eroding from Anderson Park and was deposited against
the steel groin at the southern boundary of Christopher Shores. With the installation
of the groins and fill in the 1980's, shore erosion was minimized at Anderson Park.
Episodes of local erosion and accretion occurred within the groin compartments and
across individual profiles as the result of the active littoral transport system and the
sand in the groin compartments adjusting to the changing wave climate, but based on
available data, overall little net change has occurred at Anderson Park.
Downdrift at Christopher Shores, the Anderson Park project created an
embayed shoreline resulting in severe erosion initially just south of the last groin at
Anderson. However, as the shoreline adjusted to the wave climate, the rate of
erosion in this area seems to have decreased dramatically such that little change in
volume occurred between 1992 and 1993. Further south along the Christopher Shores
beach, erosion may continue as this shoreline continues to adjust to the wave climate,
but most likely, rates will eventually decrease in this area also.
King-Lincoln Park beach changed little prior the fill project in January 1995.
Local episodes of erosion and accretion occurred, but essentially, there was not
change in volume on the subaerial beach between December 1993 and 1994. The
nearshore region did, however, lose slightly more than it gained during this period.
Overall, King-Lincoln appears to have changed very little since 1937.
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v. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Huntington Park beach is a stable pocket beach along the James River.
Little change has occurred along this shoreline, but continued
monitoring is recommended.
2. With a limited sand supply, erosion will continue at Anderson Park
beach. Anderson is scheduled for a major beach nourishment project in
the fall of 1996. Approximately 25,000-30,000cy (19,100-22,900m3)of
sand will be obtained from dredging the navigation channel to the Small
Boat Harbor. A breakwater system is presently being designed to
accommodate this project. The breakwaters are scheduled for
construction in the spring of 1996. Continued monitoring is necessary
to assess the performance of the project.
3. King-Lincoln"Park is presently undergoing rehabilitation. The shoreline
has been nourished, but the sand does need to be spread more evenly
along the beach as well as regraded to fill in low spots. In addition,
vegetated dunes are planned to be constructed along the
backshore/upland interface. Continued monitoring will be necessary to
discern local patterns and rates of change as well as the fate of the fill
material.
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Mz =Mean
Md =Median (Dso)
SI =Sorting
SKI =Skewness
KG =Kurtosis
Huntington Park Summary Sediment Sample Data
PercentofSample Sandfractiononly
Sample gravl sand silt clay mud Mz Mz Md SI SKI KG
% % % % % phi mm phi
HN86JMH 0 99.9 0.04 1.1950 0.437 1.1710 0.2990 0.2090 1.2310
HN94M3-1 12.8 85.4 0.5 1.3 1.8 1.5803 0.334 1.7813 0.8051 -0.3730 0.5941
HN94M3-2 0.0 99.4 0.1 0.5 0.6 1.4720 0.360 1.4904 0.5973 -0.0527 0.5903
HN94M3-3 9.2 90.0 0.2 0.7 0.9 0.9701 0.510 0.9582 0.7033 0.0921 0.8121
HN94M3-4 6.4 92.9 0.0 0.7 0.7 1.0693 0.477 1.1085 0.7015 -0.0071 0.9327
HN94M3-5 41.2 58.0 0.3 0.5 0.8 0.7461 0.596 0.6937 0.8807 0.2057 0.8842
HN94M3-6 35.4 63.2 0.0 1.4 1.4 1.7940 0.288 1.7058 0.7847 0.0351 0.7527
HN9403-1 15.1 82.1 1.0 1.8 2.8 1.8433 0.279 1.9348 0.6824 -0.2417 0.5679
HN9403-2 0.6 98.8 0.1 0.5 0.6 1.2979 0.407 1.3107 0.3815 -0.0419 0.5081
HN9403-3 23.3 76.4 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4900 0.712 0.4853 0.5425 0.0817 0.8699
HN9403-4 17.1 82.1 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.3736 0.7720.3133 0.5733 0.3758 1.5386
HN9403-5 26.1 72.9 0.1 0.8 0.9 1.0762 0.474 1.1034 0.8772 0.0081 0.6606
HN9403-6 3.3 95.0 0.5 1.3 1.8 1.4816 0.358 1.4651 0.7102 0.0056 0.7012
HN95A1-1 19.5 79.8 0.2 0.5 0.7 0.5093 0.703 0.4448 0.7346 0.2761 1.1929
HN95A2-1 16.0 83.9 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2249 0.856 0.1322 0.6680 0.3723 1.8659
HN95A3-1 9.4 87.0 1.4 2.3 3.6 1.6298 0.323 1.6917 0.7676 -0.1372 0.6219
HN95A3-2 3.6 95.5 0.3 0.5 0.9 0.9976 0.501 1.0993 0.8771 -0.0900 0.8343
HN95A3-3 36.9 62.4 0.1 0.7 0.8 0.2696 0.830 0.0939 0.7968 0.5286 1.8169
HN95A3-4 30.0 68.9 0.2 0.9 1.1 0.1574 0.897 0.0445 0.7872 0.4537 2.0986
HN95A3-5 42.0 56.7 0.1 1.3 1.4 1.2019 0.435 1.2587 1.1247 0.0073 0.8131
HN95A3-6 26.1 71.2 0.6 2.0 2.6 1.5533 0.341 1.4412 1.1687 0.1155 0.8718
HN95A4-1 18.8 80.4 0.0 0.8 0.8 0.7084 0.612 0.6442 1.0560 0.1882 0.9775
HN95A5-1 11.1 88.2 0.2 0.6 0.8 0.5433 0.686 0.5995 0.4007 -0.2087 0.7403
_. d U . _ ._ _
Mz =Mean
Md =Median (Dso)
SI =Sorting
SKI =Skewness.
KG =Kurtosis
King-Lincoln Park Summary Sediment Sample Data
-
PercentofSample Sandfractiononly
Sample gravl sand silt clay Mz Mz Md SI SKI KG
% % % % phi mm phi
KN9301-1 3.9 95.0 0.5 0.6 1.5642 0.338 1.6130 0.5853 -0.2307 0.7393
KN9302-1 0.0 99.3 0.2 0.5 1.4015 0.379 1.4222 0.5051 0.0459 0.5659
KN9303-1 8.1 91.4 0.0 0.5 1.3496 0.392 1.3065 0.7761 0.1797 0.7020
KN9304-1 0.0 98.7 0.2 1.1 1.5998 0.330 1.5836 0.5190 0.0978 0.5636
KN9305-1 0.5 98.1 0.4 0.9 2.0433 0.243 2.0675 0.6831 -0.0478 0.4844
KN94J1-1 24.9 74.3 0.0 0.8 1.2455 0.422 0.5527 1.2297 0.6914 0.4974
KN94J2-1 27.4 71.8 0.5 0.3 1.2437 0.422 0.8501 1.2202 0.3942 0.6778
KN94J3-1 0.1 99.2 0.6 0.0 1.7486 0.298 1.7637 0.5030 -0.0663 0.5151
KN94J3-2 7.4 91.8 0.6 0.2 1.9703 0.255 2.0163 0.6321 -0.1075 0.5088
KN94J3-3 27.8 71.3 0.0 0.9 1.4287 0.371 1.2907 1.1924 0.1331 0.6053
KN94J3-4 80.7 18.8 0.0 0.5 0.5012 0.707 0.2390 0.9194 0.6270 2.0503
KN94J3-5 0.0 93.8 2.1 4.2 3.0609 0.1203.1472 0.5233 -0.2453 0.3447
KN94J4-1 8.1 90.7 0.4 0.8 1.5461 0.342 1.6554 1.2756 -0.0786 0.6800
KN94J5-1 8.3 91.0 0.3 0.5 1.7855 0.290 1.8686 0.6877 -0.1718 0.5720
KN9401-1 1.5 97.5 0.3 0.7 0.3416 0.789 0.3509 0.2616 -0.0229 0.9043
KN9402-1 1.6 97.2 0.1 1.1 1.5904 0.332 1.5410 0.6330 0.1531 0.5004
KN9403-1 0.0 99.7 0.1 0.2 1.6531 0.318 1.6620 0.3273 -0.0666 0.3599
KN9403-2 0.1 99.1 0.9 0.0 1.9656 0.256 1.9714 0.6383 -0.0624 0.5089
KN9403-3 52.6 46.8 0.2 0.4 1.3791 0.384 1.2144 1.0816 0.1855 0.6507
KN9403-4 94.3 4.8 0.8 0.1 1.2029 0.434 0.6598 1.5406 0.4568 0.5595
KN9404-1 5.7 93.5 0.4 0.5 1.3665 0.388 1.1703 0.9798 0.2734 0.5985
KN9405-1 1.5 96.9 0.5 1.2 1.6731 0.314 1.7362 0.9436 -0.1029 0.6802
KN95A1-1 3.7 94.9 0.1 1.3
KN95A2-1 0.5 97.9 0.0 1.6
KN95A3-1 1.9 95.6 0.9 1.5 1.9856 0.253 2.0603 0.6209 -0.2000 0.5385
KN95A3-2 4.7 93.8 0.3 1.2 1.6104 0.328 1.5981 0.8500 -0.0479 0.6300
KN95A3-3 0.0 99.0 0.1 0.9 1.9820 0.253 1.9664 0.5188 -0.0136 0.4550
KN95A3-4 1.8 96.6 0.1 1.6 1.8054 0.286 1.8880 0.7236 -0.2460 0.6072
KN95A3-5 0.0 97.6 1.2 1.2 2.6029 0.165 2.6099 0.3378 0.0077 0.2681
KN95A3-6A 0.0 96.4 1.1 2.4 2.8440 0.139 2.8179 0.3924 0.0817 0.2890
KN95A3-68 0.0 30.8 37.7 31.5 3.1272 0.114 3.0804 0.5265 0.0508 0.3352
KN95A4-1 1.4 97.0 0.2 1.3
KN95A5-1 0.7 97.9 0.1 1.3
